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Hydronic Radiant Heat for a Greenhouse or High Tunnel
A hydronic radiant thermal mass heater is any water heater and pump system that circulates heat through
a series of tubing (usually PEX) and transfers heat from the water to the thermal mass. Hydronic heat can
be a versatile way to supplement an air source heater or be used as a primary heat source in a year round or
winter greenhouse.
Hydronic radiant heating systems, when paired with heat rentention techniques, can help farmers place and
retain heat where it is most valuable, close to your plants. A radiant slab can warm air as the slab’s thermal
mass gradually transfers heat from a water based (hydronic) heat circulation system into your production
space. Insulation, crop blankets, heat curtains and phase change material can help add value to each BTU.
A hydronic boiler system circulates water specialized mix of water and propelene glycol to prevent freezing
Ethelene gylcols also used for anti-freeze are toxic and should not be used in farming. Propoelene glycols
are considered food grade but you should be sure to know exactly what product you are using and how
much you intend to cut into to your water circulaton mix. Pipes transfer heat from the constant input of
circulation system heat to thermal mass. The thermal mass feature retains warmth and gradually radiates
it’s heat to the production space. Creative applications for greenhouse radiant thermal mass heaters with
hydronic circulation include:
• a cement slab
• water tanks or molded circulation hardware
• PEX tubing buried in greenhouse pathways & production beds
• PEX tubing under production tables
• a stone box that is warmed by PEX tubing or combined hot water pipes and hot air intake
• etc....
Drawbacks: Hydronic systems are expenisve to install compared to air heaters, sometimes requiring an
insulated foundation and ground frost barrier to ensure heat isn’t wicked away warming the ground outside
instead of your produciton space.

Advantages: In ME SAS’ demonstrations, farmers on a track to recoup the capital cost over the life of the
systems while reducing yearly heating costs and carbon emissions compared to air heaters. Tax incentives
and rebates - such as those from Efficiency Maine - can help further reduce capital cost for new systems.
While hydronic heating systems have a high upfront cost, and incur ongoing operating costs, they may
provide an overall reduction of total heating costs over the life of your greenhouse/tunnel structure, while
expanding market opportunities and increase year round labor retention.

Figure 1 : This drawing models
a radiant thermal mass heater
that will sit under a generic
gothic 36 x 96’ high tunnel. This
model demonstrates a central
slab and a work/headhouse slab.
Relays control the flow into the
two zones and can be regulated
separately. Perimeter insulation
buried to local frost lines, even
without a foundation, will help
keep heat from “wicking” out of
the greenhouse and heating the Figure 1.
surrounding ground outside.
An insulated foundation is
recommended.

Hydronic PEX circulation loops set
into greenhouse slab heaters (thermal
mass), concrete would be poured over
the PEX tubing as shown in Fig. 2 & 4

Boiler

Relays for each zone allow for flow and
temperature control

Keeping Your Heat
Heating a greenhouse is expensive! Heat retention tools help keep
the value of every BTU of heat in your greenhouse or tunnel. When
conserving heat, even high cost options like phase change material
and an insulated foundation can help save fuel and money over the
life of your structure.

Phase Change Material: Some farmers in cold
climates are finding useful purpose for ‘phase
change material’. Here it’s shown lining raised
beds to conserve root zone heat in a year round
vegetable demonstration farm.

Higher cost tools for optimal heat retention and reduction:
• foundation + frost wall
• phase change material
• tri-walled polycarbonate paneling
• a separate greenhouse to house a heat pump
• permanently sealed ridges and sidewalls
• ground to air circulation and climate battery *
*( https://threefold.farm/climate-battery-greenhouse)

Lower cost alternatives:
• dual-wall poly film with air gap
• sola-wrap ( www.solawrapfilms.com)
• minimize outdoor air leaks; seal doors and vents with air seals
• seasonal baseboard/sidewall/endwall insulation
Insulation: Two layers of UV resistant poly film
with an air gap created by a blower between the
two layers. This image shows the connector tube
that extends the air-gap past the hipboard and
into the sidewalls. The air gap, or products like
SolaWrap, will bump down fuel demand.

Permanant soil based
production beds

Phase change materials (PCM) have proven effective at lowering
heating demand and creating a steadier temperature in our early
trials. More testing is needed to optimize use of PCM to lower
fuel use in production houses.

Perimeter insulation in this drawing
is sealed the insulated foundation

Zone 2 radiant
slab circulation
(seedling
propagation
pallets)

Climate battery ground
heat-to-air circulation

Figure 2

Insulated frost wall
foundation; depth to
local specs5’ depth
Zone 1 radiant
slab circulation
(work area), red
color in slabs
indicates radiant
heat circulation

Figure 2: This model shows production beds and thermal slab radiant heaters at ground height the
hydronic circulation system (red) and the climate battery ground to air circulation system at 5 feet
depth under the house. Climate battery systems haven’t been thoroughly tested in Maine; however
when designed properly in similar climates, they are able to store heat from warm temps and
“recall” it when cool. They also work in reverse to cool the growing area in summer. We anticipate
that a hybrid ground to air climate battery that employs phase change, or avoiding the climate
battery and maximizing the use of PCM in the work space may be cost effective in the near future.

Exchanging heat from hydronic pipes to thermal mass provides
the greatest level of heat retention per BTU. The related diagrams
show an idealized hydronic cement slab radiant mass heater, and
climate battery combination system with a foundation that is
insulated to the depth of the winter ground frost line.

Permenant production beds
and pathways

Figure 3

Insulated hipboards seal sidewalls
and can be a useful surface area for
phase change material near adjacent
plant canopy

Producer’s who don’t operate in the darkest months often prefer
air source heaters that run as needed. Growers that start only
heating in the spring often choose air heaters and little insulation
and air sealing to reduce upfront costs. When operating through
winter however these scenarios can have high operating costs.
If your production demands a heated space in December, January
and Februrary a hydronic system that transfer’s heat to thermal
mass will help retain heat through the winter month and during
cold nights. With a hydronic radiant system, wood, pellet or LP
gas systems are most common.

Ground to air exchanger set in
permeable thermal foundation
Hydronic slab heater

It’s expected that air to water heat pumps become available in
Figure 3:
3 Modeling layers of a heated
Maine markets. Notably, heat pumps that operate in greenhouses greenhouse. Combining efficient heating with
heat rentention can lead to long term savings
are likely to operate more effectively than outdoor installs.

Figure 4: An indoor ecosystem that is well insulated can be climate regulated with minimal fossil fuel
costs and emissions for winter production. Demonstrations on Maine farms suggest that the payback
period of 5 -15 years with regular winter and extended season use depending on your production and
the degree of difference between outdoor and indoor temps. This model shows an insulated concrete
form foundation and cement slab mass heater in the work area and down center row. Crop blankets or
heat curtains (not shown) would help further retain heat.

Ground level

This insulated foundation sits underground
Figure 4.

A Role for Hydronic Heaters in Expanding Renewable Heating Fuel on Maine Farms
Considering updating or building a new hydronic system? Viessman and Buderas/Bosch propane boilers,
along with many high efficiency water heaters, such as Rinnai, have become a standard in reliability
across Maine. However hydronic systems can also run on pellets, biomass and wood boilers. Below is a
list of a few renewable heat products and resources. Ample care should be taken to size, design and install
your system so that your boiler operates as designed. Improper sizing can result in ineffective heating.
Poor installation can result in more maintenaice calls, or early failure of your system.
Wood and Pellet Biolers for Hydronic Systems:
note: Check EPA Emmision Standards to ensure your
pellet-system meets your needs
EasyPell Boilers (for smaller systems) ..................................... www.maineenergysystems.com/easypell/
Evo Wood Chip Boilers and Pellet Boilers.............................. http://evoworldusa.com/
OkoFEN/MaineSYS Boilers ....................................................... www.maineenergysystems.com
Kedel Boilers................................................................................ https://kedelboilers.com
Fröling/TARM Chip, Pellet and Wood Gasification Boilers... https://woodboilers.com/
Solar Hot Water
A solar thermal water heater can supplement year round heating demand in a properly designed and
sized “dual source” system. This can lead to significant savings in yearly heating cost. We’d like to see folks
get better at adding and maintaining solar thermal in their systems.
Here is a primer from Vaughn Woodruff on adding solar heat to your hydronic system.
Heat Pumps
Air to water heat pump systems are currently not recommended for winter heating in greenhouses in
Maine. They can be used effectively in the shoulder seasons and when temperatures don’t frequently dip
below 20degrees F.
Maine Renewable Heating and Energy Businesses We’ve Worked on Farm & Greenhouse Heating With:
With
ASSURED SOLAR
Rob Taisey, www.assuredsolar.com
INSOURCE RENEWABLES
Vaugh Woodruff, www.insourcerenewables.com/
TRUE NORTH ENERGY SERVICES
Lee Landry, www.truenorthenergyservices.com/
For other statewide info and resources on heating fuel and available systems visit the Efficiency Maine’s
BioMass Boilers rebate program page and the EPA’s Renewable Heating and Cooling fact sheet.

Case Study: O’Donals Nurseries, Scarborough
Greenhouse Size: 4,800 ft2
ft2
Heating Feature: Hydronic radiant
slab with geothermal aquifer well
pumps, a heat pump
Approx. annual heat Cost: $5,000
(notably this is the eletric cost to run
pumps and ambient air heater)
Average Winter Temp: 50 degrees
Heat Retention Features:
Features
• Wadsworth EnviroSTEP
• Automated Heat Curtains
• Gasket-sealed sidewall vents

The gutter connected gothic house sits on a hydronic thermal
slab that is fed water from the aquifer..

Primary use: Built for herbaceous perennial production
facility. They currently grow perennials through the
Spring and early Summer; then get an additional crop of
ornamental grasses and perennials in late-Summer/Fall.
In fall, work stations are set up for wreath making and
holiday assembly. This house provides a pleasant work
space.
Notable Features: Interior louvered sidewall vents at 8’

The hydronic heat pump operates
with the electric auxilliary pump.

Additional detail: The primary source of heat for this system is
the year round temperature of ~ 53degree water that is pulled
from the North Scarborough aquifer. O’Donal’s System has the
advantage of its circulation including this aquifer. Water for the
system then only has to be heated 20 degrees in order to send
73 degree water through the floor. which is done by the electric
heat pump.
The hydronic circulation
loop manifold

A PV electric solar array is currently being designed to power
the heat pump and circulation system.

Case Study: Cozy Acres Farm, North Yarmouth
Greenhouses area Size: 20,000 ft2
(7 interconnected houses)
Heating features:
LP Fueled Air Heaters, plus an experimental
hydronic radiant slab with shallow ground source
heat pump
Approximate Yearly Heating Cost: $11,000 - 13,000
not heated all winter)
Average Winter Temperature: 60 degrees (crop
dependent)
Heat Rentention Features:
Dual wall poly w/ air gap in production houses. Air
sealed. Propagation table heaters.

Dual 6-mil polyethelene linings with air pump
creates an air-gap with an R-value of 1.2 -1.6

Primary Use: Potted plant propagation/nursery stock
for wholesale from through July, some vegetables
Notable innovations:
• Custom moveable grow tubs pallets
• Radiant heated tables for potted plants
• Dual wall Poly lining on 6 prodcution houses, triwalled polycarbonate glazing on the main house.
• Elbow fittings relay air gap pressure from ridge
gap to lower side walls
Custom grow tubs are movable with a pallet lift.

Additional detail:
SolarPV Array designed to power geothermal
heat pump. The system works but as of
November 2020 is cheaper to heat with LP
gas; this due to CMP solar metering/electricity
cost share policy combined with lower cost of
propane fuel at the time of publication.

This system tested the
limits of shallow geothermal. It worked to
bump up the temp but
is overall too expensive
to run for too little
return. While the 6-8ft
depth yield temps of
~50, shallow ground
heat is used up warmth
is not recharged fast
enough. Thus the
cost of running the
electic heat pump to
meet heating deamnd
doesn’t compete with
LP gas.

Case Study: Little River Flower
Farm, Buxton
Greenhouse Size: 6300ft2
Heating Feature:
Veissman LP Boiler
radiant ‘direct to root zone’ soil
heating and 2 hydronic air handlers, supplemented by Heatstar LP
air heater
Approximate annual heating cost:
$12,000 - 14,000
Average Winter Temp: 70 degrees

A Veissmann LP Gas replaced the pellet system in this protoype
hydronic radiant root zone heating system

Heat Retention features:
features Insulated
foundation, sealed ridge and sidewalls, phase change material in production
beds, tri-walled poly carbonate glazing
Primary use: Vegetable and annual flower production
for retail and wholesale markets
Notable Innovations:
• Phase change material set in raised beds regulates
temperature between heating cycles by storing and
slowly releasing heat as soil temps cool.
• Supplemental direct to soil rootzone trials suggest
heat is useful for certain crops, but not all.
• Hydronic manifold allows temperature control for
each bed
Additional detail:
System was designed for two Kedel
140,000 BTU pellet boilers and a
Veissman LP Gas backup system. The
Kedel Boilers worked but developed
hiccups and needed regular servicing.
After a few years of this the Veissman
became the primary heater and the
Kedels are no longer used.

Additional Resources:
More info on climate batteries is available from Threefold Farm’s demonstrations in Mechanicsburg, PA.
For more info on solar greenhouse technologies see National Center for Appropriate Technology “Solar
Greehouses” Fact Sheet. For info specific to Maine see UMAINE Cooperative Extension Season Extension
Bulletin and the Sustainable Year Round Agriculture Program Final report.
Farm budget planners and Excel-buffs, check out ME SAS’ draft editable Enterprise Greenhouse Budget
Planning Tool. Use the tool to plug in and calculate cost, depreciation, estimated payback and even carbon
emissions for new yearly costs up to whole farm accounting. This draft of the tool comes pre-loaded with a
model high capital overkill start up budget for learning purposes. ME SAS is currently accepting Excel-user
feedback on the tool.
NOTE: Heating vegetable crops during winter months without supplemental light can cause nitrate
accumulation in plants. Monitoring for nitrates in routine soil testing is recommended for winter crops.
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W W W . M E S A S . O R G
Into greenhouses, tunnels, heat, energy, and tools for Maine and the region?
Be sure to sign our mailing list to get updates timely announcements on events
programs, farm tours, educational opportunities, membership and the seasonal
ME SAS Newsletter. For more info please e-mail: mainesustainableag@gmail.com

